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The healing touchstone of millions, this contemporary classic by among America'Is someone
else's best-loved & most inspirational authors keeps the main element to understanding
codependency and to unlocking its stultifying hang on your daily life.s problem your trouble?ve
lost sight of your own lifestyle in the drama of maintaining someone else' If, like so many others,
you'The healing touchstone of millions, this contemporary classic by among America's, you
might be codependent--and you may find yourself in this book--Codependent FORGET
ABOUT.s best-loved & most inspirational authors keeps the key to understanding
codependency also to unlocking its stultifying hang on your life. With instructive life tales,
personal reflections, exercises, and self-tests, Codependent No More is a simple,
straightforward, readable map of the perplexing world of codependency--charting the road to
freedom and an eternity of healing, hope, and happiness. Melody Beattie is the writer of Beyond
Codependency, The Language of Letting Go, Prevent Getting Mean to Yourself, The
Codependent FORGET ABOUT Workbook, and Playing It by Center.
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Codependent No More I am not really normally a enthusiast of "self help" titles. I tend to cringe
at the thought, and to be honest I was doing just that when this was recommended to me.
Perhaps living with an addict brings about codependent features in everyone, and in varying
degrees.Codependent No More did not feel just like helpful information book or advice getting
thrown around. It go through with an eerie sense of familiarity. As I poured through the case
studies, I found myself thinking "that is me! Some chapters are hard to learn because you are
recognizing a few of this behavior in yourself and others and it’s very difficult to look into the
mirror but I kept reading the publication.". It was soon very obvious that I did so not know very
well what being codependent intended. I had always seen this as a negative label stuck on
those whose loved one where addicts. Not happy at all! Some people may not suffer severely
because it is not their entirety, their existence may involve coping with an addict, however they
can distinct their 'self' from that person's complications. She mixes truth, with true to life
encounters and enables herself to be vulnerable with us so we can view it is okay for us to be
vulnerable with ourselves and others. If you are struggling, go through it. In the event that you
know a person who struggles, examine it. I have her devotional as well, and it is a God-send to
greatly help me through every day.There is something to be taken from Codependent No More
for everyone. That's where I ran across the title for “Codependent No More” Many thanks We am
re-reading this excellent book after almost 30 years. Game-Changer Book! Simply the
publication follows an indirect suggest of “put your faith in God” and everything will be good. Life
changing book. Time to get happy. If you have ever After all ever struggled w anyone who's been
abusive or will be the person thinking you just like to help people . But experience lonely or
unfortunate a whole lot .. This brought so much to light and helped me open up my eyes to stuff
I was either unaware of, ignoring, or denying altogether. Melody is an incredible article writer and
her passion for assisting people from the pit of the illness is real and transparent.I cannot
recommend this title enough. If you don't understand codependency, go through it. Good book
for all those suffering from codependency I enjoyed this reserve. It mainly focuses on the
person coping with an alcoholic or an addict, that person in this book is known as the
codependent.. I believe everyone to some extent has codependent features. Some individuals
may suffer because that is completely who they are, they live their life taking care of addicted
people. In fact this is a issue that effects many. Nevertheless, I love to keep an open up mind so
I dove in.. It isn't a browse that empowers you, the reader, it really is a read that, in ways, blames
you for your behaviour and makes you transfer your strength to an imaginary entity (God). I
wanted desperately to help the man I loved along with his lifelong addiction and attempted for
so long as I could. I came across myself losing my 'self' by attempting, that's when I knew I had
to let go. I feel like it was written about me This book has saved my life. I feel enjoy it was
discussed me, for me personally. If things feel off in your life, take a instant to learn this.
Guaranteed you will be amazed and it will help no matter what your position is. I would definitely
not recommend this reserve, there are many others which are much superior... A term not used
by many in the field of psychology now, nonetheless it is definitely a term most everyone can
relate with after reading this book. I had not understood I was codependent however when I did I
went directly into recovery I did NOT want to be this way so I have been spending so much time
on my codependent behavior. Video game changer. I believed I had discovered to control my codependence but still need help.I also recommend, “The Individual Magnet Syndrome” by Ross
Rosenberg”. The end result is, for me, let those addicts take care of themselves. This book was a
game-changer for me personally.! Purchase, read it, read it again. Get ready to reevaluate how
you deal with yourself and others. What a waste of time! Very educational personal help book I

absolutely loved this publication. I already knew I was codependent when I started scanning this
book but I have learned a lot more about codependency and it explained how I felt and i was
able to recognize some of my habitual behaviors." or "I understand this person! I've no regrets. I
arrived knowing so much more about human being behavior and Personally i think prepared
right now to start out making the changes necessary to have the ability to have healthy
relationships with those around me and live a happier life. Great guidance &. It really is a
refreshing perspective and browse.. Far too many repetitions, too many generalisations and far
too many mentions of God. Well, it sounded to me like the horoscope items that are so
generalised that can be put on anyone really. It empowered me to make change and it feels
great! I'll probably pass the book on to . My kind of codependency is being a caretaker and
people-pleaser, constantly placing myself last to the idea of jeopardizing my very own heart,
mind and soul. I utilized this publication as my counselor. This book really helped me. I acquired
no idea I was co-dependent until I found this book, which was suggested by a pal. It empowered
me to create modify and it feels good! I will probably pass the reserve on to others I understand.
The books sounds if you ask me like a lot of fluff that has been put together to create income, it
brought me no worth whatsoever. You do not know what you imagine it's about Great book for
all those in need of a wake-you-up call ! This book has changed my entire life ! I have struggled
with codependency most of my life rather than knew it. You do not have to be an alcoholic or
end up being with an alcoholic to benefit from this.! However, my exhilaration started shrinking
the more I read reaching a point at which I was utterly bored to actually finish the last handful of
chapters. This publication is for you ! Sold as a new book but is definitely used. Suppose to
become a new reserve. It’s got folded down pages and is definitely used. But it is so much more..
Great shape Great shape Great advise & reads for you! Of course, this is a prolonged journey but
this book an excellent start. reads to you! Good service I like it Good book for folks struggling
with Codependency I have been focusing on my codependency and found this reserve very
helpful. Great book Co-Dependent Zero Mire helped me to comprehend my own circumstances
and also rebuild my entire life.. Time to get happy. Disappointed! was extremely excited when I
received this book based on the evaluations.. The “insights” offered in the book are simply just
touching upon general knowledge of human behaviour. And the characteristics of
codependents? Ms Beattie's book did a great service to countless females (and men) who've a
have to fix everything, take responsibility, care for others without regard with their own cost of
caring. Most of us, I believe, have an even of co-dependency. Read it ! Guess I'll continually be a
work happening.! Let them move and make an effort to recover on their own, live YOUR
existence for you personally. A shame really as I was hoping for much more.
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